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Author: Dr. Garry M. Keegan is a leading community  
impact and conflict intervention expert in energy and  
transport infrastructure development. As well as  
environmental mediation and multi-party public policy  
consultancy, Garry provides training for infrastructure  
project delivery teams internationally and is regularly  
invited to speak at conferences and universities.  
He has a PhD from the University of Galway on Public  

Attitudes to Siting High Voltage Overhead Transmission Lines and the 
Role of Host Community Benefit Schemes.  Garry holds Master’s degrees in  
Marketing (MBS) from University College Dublin, in Mediation (MA) from  
Maynooth University Dublin, and a Primary degree (BSc) from Trinity College  
Dublin. He has also studied at the London School of Economics & Political  
Science (LSE). Garry was an elected public representative (Dublin City  
Councillor 2000-2006), an Irish Senate candidate (2002), and has held several  
committee and board memberships in the transport, healthcare and energy  
sectors.  

From 2016-2022 he was Operating Agent for the International Energy 
Agency’s (IEA Wind Technology Collaboration Programme) Task 28 on the  
Social Science of Wind Energy Acceptance, this involved leading a team from 
countries such as the USA, Canada, Japan, Germany, Denmark, UK, Finland,  
Sweden and the Netherlands. Garry published a Best Practice Guide for Offshore  
Wind Stakeholder Engagement and Community Benefit Schemes in 2021 
which was well received by industry stakeholders globally. He continues his  
research and consultancy in this area including offshore wind permitting, ports  
development in concert with port and coastal communities, local supply chain, 
benefits (national & local, economic, jobs, education), resistance and support.  
Garry also supports new railway infrastructure, onshore wind and solar projects.  
On behalf of project owners, he conducts audits on communications and  
stakeholder engagement campaigns, and provides independent assessments of 
infrastructure, urban development, and environmental disputes.
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Recent scandals in An Bord Pleanála, a 
‘housing crisis’, and Ireland’s ambitious target 
to achieve net-zero by 2050, have placed the 
country’s planning processes in the spotlight. 
While what constitutes good planning is 
fiercely debated, with different sides blaming 
everything from excessive regulation to lack 
of investment for impeding progress, all 
agree that robust consultation and stake-
holder engagement are essential to ensure 
sustainable infrastructure development that 
meets community-wide approval.

In Infrastructure Projects and Local 
Communities, Dr Garry Keegan presents a 
vision of a community-based, socially consci-
entious model of public participation, particu-
larly one with adequate and inclusive conflict 
resolution mechanisms. Armed with qualifica-
tions from the London School of Economics, 
University College Dublin and the National 
University of Ireland, Galway, and experi-
ence as a councilor in Dublin City Council 
and numerous corporate boards, including 
ESB, Keegan’s argument is public consul-
tation is a fundamental part of participative 
democracy, and without it no robust planning 
system can operate. The study  analyses the 
impact of technological change on planning 

consultation, including how information on 
public and private infrastructure projects is 
easily accessible to an increasingly diverse 
body of stakeholders. The changing nature of 
community structures, and how objections to 
infrastructure projects can come from many 
sources, is also considered in-depth. 

Not content with robust analysis, Keegan 
also offers constructive solutions and actions 
aimed at making planning more robust and 
participatory. His vision is to refine conflict 
resolution mechanisms, leading to better and 
fairer planning decisions. Keegan builds on the 
existing research to nuance our understand-
ing of communities, the role of social justice, 
community benefit schemes, and mediation 
practices, in order to provide readers with a 
comprehensive understanding of the con-
temporary infrastructure planning landscape. 

This book is a must-read for project 
sponsors, governmental officials and com-
munity activists, as well as anyone with an 
interest in how a fundamental aspect of 
participatory democracy is changing and 
must change to keep pace with changes in 
wider society.

The book is available for free on the IPC 
website (Infrastructure Projects Consulting).
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